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An ab initio study of the ground potential energy surface~PES! of the O(1D)1CH4→OH1CH3

reaction has been performed using the second and fourth order Mo” ller–Plesset methods with a large
basis set. From theab initio data a triatomic analytical ground PES with the methyl group treated
as an atom of 15.0 amu has been derived. This PES has been employed to study the dynamics of the
reaction by means of the quasiclassical trajectory~QCT! method. A good agreement between the
experimental and QCT OH rovibrational distributions at a collision energy of 0.212 eV with the
methane molecule at 298 K has been obtained. The analysis of the microscopic reaction mechanism
shows that the reaction takes place almost exclusively through the insertion of the O(1D) atom into
a C–H bond, due to the presence of the deep (CH3!OH minimum, and the resulting trajectories may
be direct or nondirect~short-lived collision complexes mainly! with about the same probability. The
OH vibrational distribution arising from the direct mechanism is inverted, while the nondirect
mechanism leads to a noninverted one. There is some tendency to give broader OH rotational
distributions peaking at higherN8 values, particularly for the vibrational levelsv850 – 1, in the case
of the nondirect trajectories. The PES derived here may be used in dynamics studies under
conditions where the methyl group motions are not strongly coupled to the motions leading to
reaction. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!30442-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reactions of the oxygen atom in the first excit
electronic state (O(1D)) with alkanes, and specially with
CH4, are relevant in stratospheric chemistry in the contex
ozone degradation through the OH/HO2 catalytic cycle.1–3

Furthermore, its highly different reactive behavior with r
spect to the ground state oxygen atom (O(3P)) makes the
study of this kind of systems particularly interesting. Thu
for instance, O(1D) is claimed to react very efficiently with
compounds containing X–H bonds~such as H–H, C–H,
N–H, and O–H!, by both abstraction and, mainly, insertio
mechanisms, in contrast to what happens to O(3P).

The aim of this work is to study theoretically the groun
potential energy surface~PES! and dynamics of the ga
phase reaction of O(1D) with CH4,

O~1D !1CH4~X 1A1!→OH~X 2P!1CH3~X 2A29!

~1!

DH298 K
0 5243.1 kcal mol21 ~Ref. 4!.
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,

This reaction has been extensively studied using differ
experimental techniques. The global~including all possible
reaction channels! thermal rate constant for O(1D)1CH4 is
very large, approaching the gas kinetic value. The reco
mended global rate constant~k! value is 1.5
310210cm3 molecule21 s21 over the temperature rang
200–300 K.5 This suggests that the reaction does not ha
activation energy, in contrast to what happens for the an
gous reaction with O(3P), which exhibits a high activation
energy~see, e.g., Ref. 6!. At room temperature, the following
product branching ratios were measured:7 F(OH(X 2P)
1CH3(X 2A29))50.9 ~10.1,20.2!, F(CH2O(X 1A1)
1H2(X 1Sg

1) and F(CH2O(X 1A1)1H(2S)1H(2S))
50.0660.01, F(CH2(a 1A1)1H2O(X 1A1))50.0260.01,
and F(O(3P)1CH4(X 1A1))50.0260.01. The H-atom
product yield has been reported,8–10and in a crossed molecu
lar beams experiment the H atom and H2 molecule channels
have been investigated.11

The measurement of the OH(X 2P) vibrational12–18 and
rotational12,15–19 distributions arising from reaction~1! has
been carried out using mainly laser induced fluoresce
~LIF! to probe this molecule. The O(1D) atom was generated
by photodissociation of either N2O ~193 nm! or O3 ~248 nm
or 266 nm!, allowing in some cases for O(1D) thermaliza-
tion. Therefore, nascent OH(X 2P) rovibrational populations

il:

il:
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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considering different O(1D)1CH4 collision energy distribu-
tions have been determined. However, the change of rela
translational energies did not modify in an important ext
the OH energy distributions obtained for this radical. This
probably due to the large reaction exothermicity, which
tenuates the influence of the initial conditions on the av
able energy in products. Thus, e.g., for the O(1D)1CH4

reaction photoinitiated by photolysis of N2O ~193 nm! and
O3 ~248 nm!, the average collision energies are, respective
0.403 and 0.212 eV, while the corresponding available en
gies in products are 2.30 and 2.11 eV. Vibrational popula
levels up tov854 with a relatively flat vibrational distribu-
tion for v850, 1, 2, and 3 have been determined using
O3 photodissociation at 248 nm~Refs. 13,15! and 266 nm.14

A bimodal rotational distribution has been observed ess
tially for v850, which was thought to be due to the coexi
ence of two different microscopic reactio
mechanisms.12,15–18 The OH(X 2P3/2)/OH(X 2P1/2) spin–
orbit population ratio is statistical,12,15–18 and the
P(A8)/P(A9) lambda doublet population ratio is larger tha
one,12,15,16,18both in contrast to what happens for the ana
gous reaction with O(3P). The stereodynamics of reactio
~1! has also been examined19–23 using polarized Doppler-
resolved LIF spectroscopy. The differential cross sect
~DCS! have been determined for two rovibrationals levels
OH(X 2P), (v850, N855) and (v854, N858). The
asymmetric and mainly backward peaked DCS obtained
the scattering of OH(v850, N855) contrasts to the nea
symmetric DCS of OH(v854, N858).

The vibrational24,25 and rotational25 distributions of the
CH3 molecules produced in reaction~1! have also been mea
sured. The vibrational distributions in then1 ~symmetric
stretch! andn2 ~‘‘umbrella’’ mode! modes are noninverted
with the n2 mode much less excited than statistically e
pected. The rotational distribution is much hotter than
corresponding at room temperature. The lifetime~t approxi-
mately 3 ps! of the CH3OH intermediate produced after th
267 nm photolysis of the CH4•O3 van der Waals cluster26

and the reaction of O(1D) with CH4 clusters16 have also
been studied. Experimental information is also available
the reactions of O(1D) with larger alkanes such as, e.g
C2H6 and C3H8.9,12,15–18,25It is worthwhile to point out that
the yield of the reaction channel leading to OH(X 2P)1alkyl
radical is very much lower for these reactions than for
reaction with CH4.15 This is due to the important role tha
the cleavage of the weaker C–C bonds plays in the react
of these systems.

Despite of the abundant experimental information av
able on the O(1D)1CH4 reaction, theoretical studies ar
very scarce. There is anab initio study at the CCI//CASSCF
level on the CH21H2O, HCOH1H2, and CH2O1H2 reac-
tion channels,27 which may be possible through the methan
fragmentation. Anotherab initio study at the MRCI//
CASSCF level focused on the description of the OH1CH3

and CH3O1H products that also correlate with CH3OH.28 In
this context, anab initio characterization of the ground PE
of the O(1D)1CH4→OH1CH3 reaction has been per
formed in this work. As a first approximation, a triatom
analytical representation of this PES has been derived a
Downloaded 14 Sep 2006 to 161.116.73.191. Redistribution subject to AI
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quasiclassical trajectory~QCT! dynamics study of the reac
tion has been performed. To the best of our knowledge
represents the first theoretical study carried out on the
namics of this reaction.

This work is organized as follows. Section II deals wi
the ab initio calculations and fitting of the ground PES, an
Sec. III shows the QCT OH rovibrational distributions an
the influence of the microscopic reaction mechanism
them. In Sec. IV the concluding remarks are given.

II. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

A. Ab initio calculations

For C1 , Cs , and C3v symmetries, the following PES
correlate with the asymptotic regions of reaction~1!: ~a! re-
actants:~5! 1A (C1), ~3! 1A81(2) 1A9 (Cs) and ~2! 1E
11A1 (C3v); ~b! products: ~2! 1A1(2) 3A (C1), 1A8
11A913A813A9 (Cs) and 1E13E (C3v). Hence, both as-
ymptotes may correlate adiabatically through the followi
PES:~2! 1A (C1), 1A811A9 (Cs) and 1E (C3v). Although
the C1 symmetry is the most important one for theoretic
studies on the dynamics of reactions that involve four
more atoms, we have also taken into account higher sym
tries since, as it will be shown below, the ŌH¯CH3

saddle point and the CH3OH alcohol minimum of reaction
~1!, obtained by insertion of the O(1D) atom into a C–H
bond, haveCs geometries.

Theab initio study has been focused on the ground P
(1 1A8 in Cs) of reaction~1!, and theGAUSSIAN 94 package
of programs29 has been used. Since in most regions of
PES the system behaves as an open-shell singlet~only
around the closed-shell CH3OH alcohol minimum the wave
function is single-determinantal!, the most suitableab initio
methods to deal with this system are those that include m
than one reference determinant to describe the wave fu
tion, e.g., the CASSCF and MRCI methods. However,
though these methods are nowadays accessible for the
acterization of stationary points, benchmark calculatio
with molecular correlated wave functions on simple t
atomic reactions, such as O1H2,30 F1H2,30,31 and
H1HCl,30 have shown that only using very large wave fun
tions and basis sets it is possible to achieve energy va
close to the experimental data. Also, in a MRCI//CASSC
calculation on the O(1D)1CH4 system using a split-valenc
plus polarization functions basis set~50 basis functions!,28

the relative energies of the CH3OH minimum, CH3O1H and
CH2OH1H from reactants present important differenc
with the experimental values. This type of highly accura
calculations are computationally very expensive, specia
when the characterization of a reaction with a large num
of atoms and electrons is intended. However, it has b
shown that, under certain conditions, single-determinantaab
initio methods, such as the Mo” ller–Plesset perturbational an
DFT methods, can reproduce quite satisfactorily the ener
ics of this type of systems when the ‘‘broken symmetry
approach is considered.32,33The use of this approach leads
energy values lying between the triplet and open-shell sin
ones, due to the existence of a large spin contamination.
elimination of the spin contamination of the wave functio
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Energetics of the system using different methods and basis sets.

Method

E1ZPE/kcal mol21 a,b

CH3OH minimum CH31OH CH3O1H

PUMP2//UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) 2128.0~2132.2! 245.6~240.6! 228.9~224.0!
PUMP4//UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) 2129.2~2133.5! 242.6~238.6! 228.0~223.1!
PUMP2//UMP2/6-311G(3d2f ,3p2d) 2131.9~2136.1! 247.1~243.1! 231.0~226.1!
PUMP4//UMP2/6-311G(3d2f ,3p2d) 2133.4~2137.6! 245.2~241.2! 230.3~225.4!
Experimental data 2133.9c 243.5c 231.1d

aEnergy referred to reactants. The values in parentheses correspond to the energies without including th
ZPE.

bAbsolute values of energy~hartrees! for O(1D)1CH4 are 2115.360 577 (UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd)),
2115.340 479 (PUMP2//UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd)), 2115.374 221 (PUMP4//UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd)),
2115.372 652 (UMP2/6-311G(3d2f ,3p2d)), 2115.353 367 (PUMP2//UMP2/6-311G(3d2f ,3p2d)), and
2115.386 403 (PUMP4//UMP2/6-311G(3d2f ,3p2d)).

cDH0 K
0 ~Ref. 4!.

dDH0 K
0 ~Refs. 4 and 28!.
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becomes a critical aspect. Fortunately, an efficient projec
algorithm32 to remove the spin contamination when Mo” ller–
Plesset perturbational methods are used is included in
GAUSSIAN 94package.29

We have selected as a suitable method of calculation
unrestricted second-order Mo” ller–Plesset perturbation theor
~UMP2! method using the 6-311G(2d f ,2pd) basis set~116
basis functions!, UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) ab initio level
hereafter, to locate the stationary points and connections
tween them. The geometry optimizations and frequency
culations have been performed at this level, although to
termine the saddle point geometry also a more sophistic
treatment have been used. The energies of the set ofab initio
points of the PES required to obtain, as a first approximat
a triatomic analytical representation have been calculate
the spin projected unrestricted fourth-order Mo” ller–Plesset
perturbation theory~PUMP4! method using the same bas
set, PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) ab initio level hereafter. The
spin projected method has been employed to eliminate
spin contamination of the PES (0.00,^S2&/\2,1.10). The
strategy used to characterize the PES has been the follow
first, the stationary points of the PES~reactants, products
saddle point, and minimum! have been optimized at th
UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level; after this, the connection
between these stationary points and some additional po
~specially,O–H–CH3 saddle point andH–O–CH3 minimum
bending curves! have been calculated at th
UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level, optimizing the geometry o
the methyl group; finally, the energy of each point previou
calculated at the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level has been
computed using the PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) method.
Each optimization~UMP2! plus single point energy calcula
tion ~PUMP4! takes typically about 2.5 h of CPU time on
single processor of a Silicon Graphics O2000 workstat
with 512 Mbyte of RAM. In the next paragraphs the prese
ab initio results will be compared with experimental data a
previousab initio calculations.

The energetics of the system using different methods
basis sets is shown in Table I, considering the CH3OH alco-
hol minimum and those asymptotes relevant to the triato
model of reaction~1!. No significant differences appea
p 2006 to 161.116.73.191. Redistribution subject to AI
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when the 6-311G(2d f ,2pd) basis set is used instead of th
larger 6-311G(3d2 f ,3p2d) one. In fact, the methods se
lected here, the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) and PUMP4//
UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) methods for, respectively, geom
etries and frequencies, and energies~including the UMP2
zero point energy~ZPE! when necessary!, are the ones which
best reproduce the exothermicity of reaction~1!, and predict
the exothermicity of the minor channel CH3O1H and depth
of the CH3OH alcohol minimum with deviations of, respec
tively, 10% and 3.5% with respect to experimental data. T
results obtained for the geometries and frequencies of
CH4, CH3, OH, and CH3O molecules also show a goo
agreement with experiments, although instead of aC3v struc-
ture aCs geometry is predicted for CH3O ~Table II!.

The structures of the two stationary points located
tween reactants and products on the ground1A8 PES
~O¯H¯CH3 saddle point and CH3OH alcohol minimum!
are plotted in Fig. 1. Their properties are indicated in Tab
III ~geometry and energy! and IV ~frequencies!. The
UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) optimization and the PUMP4/
UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) energy calculation of the CH3OH
minimum have provided quite satisfactory results when th
are compared with experimental data. Thus, theab initio
structure and frequencies are in good agreement with exp
ments ~see, respectively, Refs. 34 and 39! and, as it was
mentioned above, only a 3.5% of deviation exists betwe
the ab initio and experimental4 depth of the minimum with
respect to reactants~including ZPE!.

Some more efforts have been devoted to
O¯H¯CH3 saddle point characterization. This stationa
point was previously computed using the CASSCF~geom-
etry! and MRCI ~energy! methods.28 In the UMP2/6-
311G(2d f ,2pd) and CASSCF calculations an early sadd
point with an almost unaltered structure of the CH4 molecule
and the O(1D) atom approaching collinearly to a C–H bon
is found. However, the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) optimiza-
tion yields a much shorter ŌH distance and a longe
H¯CH3 distance, with an energy barrier nearly five tim
higher without considering ZPE. When the project
PUMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) method is used, the energy of th
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Geometry and harmonic frequencies of the reactants and products molecules.a

CH4 X 1A1 (Td)
RCH /Å this work 1.084

experimentc 1.08707
n/cm21 this work 1350.3 (T2) 1590.6 (E) 3085.7 (A1) 3222.8 (T2)

experimentd 1306.0 1534.0 2916.5 3018.7
CH3 X 2A29 (D3h)
RCH /Å this work 1.073

experimentc 1.0767
n/cm21 this work 474.2 (A29) 1446.1 (E8) 3189.8 (A18) 3381.5 (E8)

experimentd 580 1383 3002 3184
OH X 2P (C`v)
ROH /Å this work 0.963

experimente 0.96966
n/cm21 this work 3870.3 (S1)

experimente 3737.761
CH3O X 2A8 (Cs)

b

RCO, RCH8 , RCH9 /Å this work 1.368 1.097 1.091
experimentf 1.3637 1.0958 1.0958

/H8CO, /H9CO/° this work 105.2 113.1
experimentf 111.27 111.27

n/cm21 this work 806.3 (A9) 975.0 (A8) 1146.5 (A8) 1412.6 (A8) 1430.0 (A9)
1542.7 (A8) 3018.1 (A8) 3097.2 (A8) 3137.1 (A9)

aSee Fig. 1 for the internal coordinates definition. Theab initio geometries and harmonic frequencies have be
determined at the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level.

bExperimental distances and angles between effective nuclear positions derived from isotopic differe
rotational constants~Ref. 37!. The reported experimental geometry isC3v (X 2E), although the Jahn–Telle
effect should lead to aCs structure probably not far fromC3v . However, theab initio calculations lead to aCs

structure~see text and, e.g., Ref. 38!. This result comes out without including the Jahn–Teller vibron
coupling in the calculation.

cReference 34.
dReference 35.
eReference 36.
fReference 37.
-
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ee-
UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) saddle point falls below the reac
tants asymptote and, therefore, the barrier above reac
disappears. Nevertheless, a barrier is observed when a
tional points are calculated at the projected level along

FIG. 1. Ō H¯~CH3) saddle point and CH3OH minimum structures.
p 2006 to 161.116.73.191. Redistribution subject to AI
nts
di-
e

O¯H¯CH3 reaction coordinate, with the sameO–H–C
angle as the one found for the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd)
saddle point. Thus, at the projected level the existence
barrier is observed. This means that the projected sa
point is shifted with respect to the unprojected one due to
spin contamination (̂S2&/\2 equals 1.0 for these points!
which affects, as indicated before, the ‘‘broken symmetr
unrestricted solution.

Since in theGAUSSIAN 94 package29 there are no avail-
able neither analytical nor numerical algorithms to optim
stationary points at any projected level, the strategy e
ployed to determine the PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) saddle
point was the following: first, a set of 32 points along th
reaction coordinate Ō H¯CH3, fixing the O–H–C angle
to that of the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) saddle point, were
calculated by optimizing the structure of the methyl group
the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level and computing, after this
the PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) energy; second, these poin
were fitted using bicubic splines in terms of theRO–H and
RH–C distances and the resulting values of these two d
tances for the projected saddle point were derived; fina
the structure of the methyl group was optimized using
UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) method, keeping fixedRO–H,
RH–C, and the O–H–Cangle. The energy of the final struc
ture was computed at the PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level.
The geometry and energy of the PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd)
saddle point calculated in this way show a quite good agr
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Geometry and energy of the ŌH¯CH3 saddle point and CH3OH minimum.a

Stationary point ROH /Å RHC /Å RH8C /Å RH9C /Å /CHO/° /H8CH/° /H9CH/° /H8CHO/° E1ZPE/kcal mol21

Saddle point
This workb 1A8
UMP2 1.329 1.182 1.082 1.082 179.9 105.9 106.2 0.0 6.3~10.0!
PUMP2//UMP2 28.0 ~24.3!
PUMP4c 1.513 1.140 1.083 1.083 179.9 108.2 108.4 0.0 20.1 ~3.6!

Ref. 28d 1E 1.66 1.10 1.08 1.08 180.0 108.7 108.7 ~2.1!
Experimente '0

Minimum
This workb 1A8
PUMP4//UMP2 0.956 1.928 1.085 1.091 44.3 135.2 97.6 0.0 2129.2~2133.5!

Ref. 28d 1A8 2122.2~2125.8!
Experimentf 0.9630 1.9481 1.0937 1.0937 43.9 140.0 96.4 0.0 2133.9

aSee Fig. 1 for the internal coordinates definition. Energy referred to reactants and the values in parentheses correspond to the energies without incuding ZPE.
bThe ab initio calculations have been done using the 6-311G/(2d f ,2pd) basis set, and the ZPE have been computed at the UMP2 level.
cThe PUMP4 geometry and energy of the saddle point were obtained using bicubic splines~see text!.
dGeometries and energies calculated, respectively, by theab initio CASSCF and MRCI//CASSCF methods using a split-valence (9s5p)/@3s2p# basis set of
Huzinaga–Dunning–Raffenetti plusd polarization functions for C and O atoms andp polarization functions for H atoms. ZPE for CH3OH computed from
experimental frequencies.

eExperimental activation energy~T: 200–300 K! ~Ref. 5!.
fGeometry from Ref. 34 and the energy corresponds toDH0 K

0 ~Ref. 4!.
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ment with the MRCI//CASSCFab initio data28 ~Table III!.
At the projected level, an earlier saddle point structure an
much lower barrier are found than when the unprojec
method is used. On the other hand, if the ZPE is include
the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level as a reasonable approx
mation, the PUMP4/6-311G barrier over reactants dis
pears. This likely would also happen in the saddle point
Ref. 28 if the ZPE was computed, and is consistent with
experimental evidence that the rate constant is indepen
of the temperature over the 200–300 K temperature ran5

which suggests that there is no activation energy for reac
~1!. The O–H–C angle found for the
UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) saddle point is not exactly 180°
differing from Ref. 28. Nevertheless, although we have o
tained a slightly distortedC3v structure, just as it happens i
the related O(3P)1CH4 system~see, e.g., Ref. 6!, it should

TABLE IV. Harmonic normal mode vibrational frequencies~in cm21! for
the Ō H¯CH3 saddle point and CH3OH minimum.

Mode

Saddle point Minimum

ab initioa ab initioa Experimentb

n1 3262.1 (A8) 3932.4 (A8) 3681 (A8)
n2 3251.9 (A9) 3188.6 (A8) 3000 (A8)
n3 3125.6 (A8) 3125.3 (A9) 2960 (A9)
n4 1483.6 (A8) 3059.9 (A8) 2844 (A8)
n5 1407.6 (A9) 1539.0 (A8) 1477 (A8)
n6 1293.6 (A8) 1521.9 (A9) 1477 (A9)
n7 1211.1 (A8) 1499.9 (A8) 1455 (A8)
n8 1151.7 (A9) 1395.3 (A8) 1345 (A8)
n9 778.3 (A8) 1190.9 (A9) 1165 (A9)
n10 298.6 (A8) 1116.4 (A8) 1060 (A8)
n11 143.0 (A9) 1076.1 (A8) 1033 (A8)
n12 1860.3i (A8) 312.7 (A9) 200– 295 (A9)

aUMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level.
bReference 39.n12 ~torsion! is experimentally undefined because of the lar
coupling between internal and overall rotations.
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be emphasized that this result comes out from a purely e
tronic calculation, i.e., without including the Jahn–Teller v
bronic coupling.

Once the saddle point and minimum were optimized,
connections between them and the reactants (O(1D)
1CH4) and two possible reaction channels (OH1CH3 and
H1CH3O! of the triatomic model were studied. Th
PUMP4//UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) minimum energy path
~MEP! calculated for reaction~1! follows a collinear ap-
proach of the O(1D) atom to a H–CH3 bond until reaching
the saddle point structure. The MEP after the saddle p
structure leads directly to the formation of the OH1CH3

products~abstraction mechanism!. However, the insertion of
the O(1D) atom into a C–H bond to yield the CH3OH mini-
mum is also possible thanks to theO–H–CH3 bending mo-
tion around the saddle point structure, the evolution of
reaction through the CH3OH minimum being easily acces
sible. Once this minimum is formed, it can lead to OH1CH3

or H1CH3O without any barrier over products. These resu
agree with those reported in Ref. 28. The competition
tween the two clearly different microscopic reaction mech
nisms~abstraction vs insertion! will be discussed in Sec. III
~QCT dynamics study!.

B. Analytical potential energy surface

To describe the ground PES (11A8 underCs symmetry!
of reaction~1!, a triatomic model where the CH3 radical is
treated as a single atom ((CH3)) of 15 amu placed in the
center of mass has been considered. This model has
used previously with quite good results, e.g., in our rec
study on the O(3P)1CH4 related system.6 The same type of
analytical expression ~many-body expansion40! and
programs41,42 used by us in Ref. 6 and in other works@e.g.,
N(4S)1NO,43 O(3P)1CS,44 H(2S)1Cl2 and Cl(2P)
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1HCl ~Ref. 45! and N(4S)1O2 ~Ref. 46! reactions# have
also been employed here. The analytical triatomic P
model has been represented as

V~R1 ,R2 ,R3!5VOH
~2!~R1!1VH~CH3)

~2! ~R2!1VO~CH3)
~2! ~R3!

1VOH~CH3)
~3! ~R1 ,R2 ,R3!, ~2!

whereV(2) andV(3) are the two-body and three-body term
respectively, andR1 , R2 , R3 are the O–H, H–~CH3), and
O–~CH3) distances.

The three asymptotic channels of the1A8 PES do not
correlate with the same electronic state of the O atom.
first excited state of the oxygen atom, O(1D), correlates with
reactants, while the ground state, O(3P), correlates with OH
and O~CH3). Due to this, a modified form of the usual man
body Eq.~2!, including monoatomic termsV(1) and a switch-
ing term in the three-body part of the expression, should
used.40 Nevertheless, this can be avoided if in the fitting
the two-body terms~diatomic potential energy curves! the
dissociation limits of those molecules that correlate w
O(3P) are altered so as to reproduce ‘‘artificial’’ dissociatio
limits leading to O(1D). This approximation only change
the high energy part of the diatomic curves, and the low a
intermediate energy regions explored in the most usual
namics calculations remain almost unaltered. Hence,
have used here modified dissociation energies (De) for the
OH and O~CH3) molecules by summing up th
O(1D) – O(3P) energy difference to the correspondingDe

values describing the dissociation up to O(3P).
The diatomic potential energy curves have been fit

using an extended-Rydberg potential up to third order,

V~2!~r!52De~11a1r1a2r21a3r3!e2a1r, ~3!

whereDe and Re are, respectively, the dissociation ener
@altered for OH and O~CH3) as indicated above# and equi-
librium bond length of the corresponding diatomic
pseudodiatomic molecule, andr is defined as being equal t
R2Re . The optimalai diatomic parameters have been o
tained for each molecule using a nonlinear least-squ
procedure41 by fitting a set of nine diatomic~PUMP4! or
pseudodiatomic~PUMP4//UMP2! ab initio points calculated
around the equilibrium distance. For the X–~CH3) species
~X5H,O! the CH3 ab initio geometry was optimized in al
points of the X–~CH3) pseudodiatomic curve. The extende
Rydberg function provides a very good fitting in all case
The optimal diatomic parameters are shown in Table V, a
the spectroscopic constants derived from them for the O
H~CH3), and O~CH3) molecules are given in Table VI.

The three-body term consists of a third-order polynom
(P(r1 ,r2 ,r3)) and a range function (T(r1 ,r2 ,r3)). The
polynomial is expressed in terms of three internal coor
nates (r1 ,r2 ,r3), defined asr i5Ri2Ri

0, where the selected
reference structure (R1

0,R2
0,R3

0) corresponds to the averag
between the saddle point and minimum geometries.
range function cancels the three-body term as one of
three atoms is separated from the other two. Thus, we h

VOH~CH3)
~3! ~r1 ,r2 ,r3!5P~r1 ,r2 ,r3!T~r1 ,r2 ,r3!, ~4!
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where

P~r1 ,r2 ,r3!5 (
i , j ,k50

0< i 1 j 1k<3

ci jkr1
i r2

j r3
k ~5!

with i, j, andk positive integer numbers, and

T~r1 ,r2 ,r3!5)
i 51

3 F12tanhS g ir i

2 D G . ~6!

The 20 linear parameters$ci jk% and three nonlinear one
$g i% of the three-body term have been determined by
weighted nonlinear least-squares procedure,42 using the
O¯H¯~CH3) saddle point, (CH3!OH minimum and 124
additional ab initio points of different regions of the1A8
PES: MEP from O(1D)1H–~CH3) to OH1~CH3) ~30
points!, which is essentially collinear~179°–180°!, connec-
tions of the (CH3!–O–H minimum with O(1D)1H–~CH3)
~22 points!, O–H1~CH3) ~22 points! and (CH3!–O1H ~25
points!, as well as some additional grids of points in oth
regions of interest of the PES~16 points describing the bend
ing curves around the saddle point and minimum!. In the
fitting, a weight of 1.0 was used for each one of these po
and for the first-partial derivatives of the energy~equal to
zero! with respect to, respectively,ROH, RH~CH3) , and the
O–H–~CH3) angle at the saddle point and minimum geo
etries. Moreover, nine points corresponding to the O(1D)
approach on the (CH3) side were also considered~weight
51.0!. As previously indicated~cf. Sec. II A!, the methyl
group structure of each one of these points were optimize
the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level. The saddle point and
minimum structures were determined using t
PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) and UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd)
methods, respectively. In all cases the energy was comp
at the PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) level. The optimal three-
body parameters and the properties of the O¯H¯~CH3)
saddle point and (CH3!OH minimum of the analytical PES
are given, respectively, in Tables V and VII. Furthermo
1A8 equipotential contour curves for three differe
O–H–~CH3) approach angles and the connection of t

TABLE V. Optimal parameters for the analytical triatomic PES.

Two-body termsa a1 /Å21 a2 /Å22 a3 /Å23

O–H 3.8782 3.6827 5.2431
H–~CH3) 4.1842 5.2347 4.7665
O–~CH3) 4.4502 7.0280 9.8229

Three-body termb

c000 5.1533 c300 1.7585 g1 1.4159
c100 4.0524 c210 0.76056
c010 22.9651 c201 22.6905 g2 1.6055
c001 3.1605 c120 8.0029
c200 1.1110 c111 4.9650 g3 1.9616

c110 5.8902 c102 22.6699 ROH
0 1.2345

c101 20.19243 c030 2.2627
c020 0.84014 c021 24.9220 RH–~CH3)

0 1.6037
c011 0.35484 c012 24.5387
c002 4.3136 c003 2.0029 RO–~CH3)

0 2.1053

aThe dissociation energies and equilibrium distances used in the fitting
given in Table VI.

bUnits areci jk /eV Å2( i 1 j 1k), g i /Å21, Ri /Å.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE VI. Properties of the diatomic and pseudodiatomic molecules.

Species De/eVa Re/Å
b

ne /cm21 nexe /cm21 Be /cm21 ae /cm21

O–H
Analytical fit 6.4659

~4.545911.9200!
0.9634 3772.8 99.69 19.16 0.9408

Experimentc 6.587
~4.62111.966!

0.96966 3737.761 84.8813 18.9108 0.7242

H–~CH3)
Analytical fit 4.7922 1.1566 3116.1 48.69 13.34 0.4776
Experiment 4.820d 1.1562e

O–~CH3)
Analytical fit 5.7931

~3.873111.9200!
1.4444 1080.8 4.726 1.042 0.179931021

Experiment 6.03f

~4.0611.966!
1.4407g

aAb initio De for O–H and O–~CH3) have been corrected by summing up the PUMP4/6-311G(2d f ,2pd)
O(1D) – O(3P) energy difference~1.9200 eV! ~see text!. For a better comparison, the same correction has b
performed for experimental data. In parentheses are given, respectively, the adiabatic values ofDe and the
added O(1D) – O(3P) energy difference for both the experimental andab initio data.

bEquilibrium distances for the pseudodiatomic H–~CH3) and O–~CH3) molecules correspond to the distanc
between the atom and the pseudoatom (CH3) center of mass. See text.

cReference 36 except for the O(1D)2O(3P) energy difference~Ref. 47!.
dFrom D0(H–CH3) of Ref. 48 and taking into account the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) frequencies calculated
here for CH4 and CH3 .

eReference 34.
fEstimated fromDH f ,0 K

0 of CH3O used in Ref. 28, andDH f ,0 K
0 of O(3P) and CH3 ~Ref. 4!, assumingD0

approx. equal toDH f ,0 K
0 and considering the UMP2/6-311G(2d f ,2pd) frequencies calculated here for CH3O

and CH3 .
gRs , distance between effective nuclear positions derived from isotopic differences in rotational constant~Ref.
37!.
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the
(CH3!OH minimum with the two possible products channe
in a H–O–~CH3) arrangement are shown in Fig. 2.

The root-mean-square deviation~RMSD! for the 126ab
initio points fitted is equal to 0.0694 eV~1.60 kcal mol21!.
There is also a good agreement between theab initio prop-
erties of the stationary points and those resulting from
fitting. The energies~without including ZPE! of the fitted
stationary points are, respectively, 0.5 and 0.4 kcal mo21

higher than theab initio values of the saddle point and min
mum. These differences are much lower than the glo
RMSD of the fitting. On the other hand, the largest deviat
of the fitted geometries of the stationary points with resp
to theab initio ones corresponds to theROH distance of the
saddle point, although it is only equal to 0.07 Å~4.6% of
deviation!.

Despite of the good agreement that exists between
analytical PES and theab initio calculations, the accord in
what respects the energy of the stationary points is no
good when the ZPE is included, as observed in previ
p 2006 to 161.116.73.191. Redistribution subject to AI
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triatomic models, see, e.g., Ref. 6. This is due to the fact
the ZPE of CH4, O¯H¯CH3 saddle point, CH3OH mini-
mum, and CH3 are not properly taken into account in th
triatomic model, as the vibrational degrees of freedom of
methyl fragment are neglected. For the analytical PES,
saddle point energy, the minimum depth and the energy
the OH1CH3 and CH3O1H reaction channels taken from
reactants and including ZPE are equal to 2.2,2128.2,
237.7, and228.9 kcal mol21, respectively, while in the
PUMP4//UMP2~PUMP4 for the saddle point! ab initio cal-
culations these values are obtained:20.1, 2129.2, 242.6,
and228.0 kcal mol21. The most important effect of the de
fective description of the energy including ZPE resulti
from the model refers to the barrier energy, Thus, while th
is no barrier from theab initio data, for the triatomic mode
a barrier of 2.2 kcal mol21 exists. This should imply the ex
istence of some activation energy for reaction~1!, in contrast
to what is found in the experiments.5

To analyze the influence on the reaction dynamics of
TABLE VII. Properties of the Ō H¯~CH3) saddle point and (CH3!OH minimum of the analytical triatomic PES.a

Stationary point RO–H/Å RH–~CH3! /Å
/O–H–~CH3)/

deg E/kcal mol21 E1ZPE/kcal mol21 n i /cm21

Saddle point 1.5832 1.1934 180.0 4.1 2.2 623.7i (S1), 969.4 (S1), 409.2~P!
(C`V)
Minimum 0.9543 1.9867 46.3 2133.1 2128.2 4014.9 (A8), 1753.4 (A8), 765.2 (A8)
(Cs)

aEnergy referred to reactants.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Equipotential contour diagrams of the analytical triatomic PES;~a! /O–H–~CH3)5180°; ~b! /O–H–~CH3)5120°; ~c! /O–H–~CH3)580°; and
~d! /H–O–~CH3)5100°. Energies are given in eV with respect to the dissociated atoms (O(1D)1H1~CH3)).
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existence of a small spurious barrier~when the ZPE is in-
cluded! in the fully ab initio based analytical PES, sever
analytical PES have been derived by scaling theab initio
points around the saddle point region to eliminate the barr
In this way, it has been shown~see Sec. III! that, disregard-
ing the dependence of the reaction cross section with
collision energy, the dynamical properties considered are
essentially affected by the existence of a small energy
rier. The best of these barrierless analytical PES is availa
from the authors upon request.

III. QCT DYNAMICS STUDY

The QCT method49–51 has been applied as implement
in the TRIQCT program52 considering the analytical triatomi
1 1A8 PES. An integration step of 0.25310216s and an ini-
tial distance of 10 Å between the O(1D) atom and the
H–~CH3) center of mass have been selected. At this sep
tion the reactants interaction energy can be neglected
respect to the reactants available energy. The rovibratio
distribution of the H–~CH3) pseudodiatomic molecule wa
sampled from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution at 298 K

The QCT dynamics study has been focused on the
culation of the rovibrational distribution of the OH(X 2P)
product from reaction~1!, because the internal states dist
Downloaded 14 Sep 2006 to 161.116.73.191. Redistribution subject to AI
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bution of this radical is the most widely experimentally cha
acterized dynamics feature of this reaction. Some results
scalar and two-vector properties will also be given. The m
croscopic reaction mechanism will be analyzed in detail
Sec. III B. To compare QCT rotational populations with t
experimental data, as the QCT method does not include
ther the orbital~L51! nor the spin (S51/2) electronic an-
gular momenta of the OH(X 2P) molecule, we have as
sumedN8, the total angular momentum quantum numb
~excluded the electronic and nuclear spins!, to be equal toj 8,
the rotational angular momentum quantum number, plus o

A. Rovibrational distributions

The measurement of the OH(X 2P) rovibrational distri-
bution arising from reaction~1! has been carried out usin
several different experimental conditions, concerning mos
the identity of the O(1D) precursor and wavelength used
its photodissociation~cf. Sec. I!. The different conditions
yield, in turn, different collision energy distributions fo
O(1D)1CH4. In the present QCT calculations we hav
mainly employed a single relative translational energy (ET)
for the O(1D)1CH4 system, which corresponds to the ave
age collision energy associated to the O3 photodissociation at
248 nm to yield O(1D) atoms (ET50.212 eV using data
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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from Ref. 53!. The most complete studies about the OH ro
brational distribution have been carried out using O3 as the
O(1D) precursor. For the photodissociation at 248 nm, t
independent experiments13,15 using different techniques@in-
frared emission13 and LIF~Ref. 15!# cover all OH vibrational
levels arising from reaction~1!.

The QCT OH rovibrational distributions obtained fo
ET50.212 eV and H–~CH3) at 298 K together with the ex
perimental data13,15are given in Figs. 3–4 and in Table VIII
From the QCT results it comes out that vibrational levels
to v854 are populated, being obtained a relatively flat
brational distribution forv850 – 3 that peaks atv852 ~Fig.
3!. This is in good agreement with experimental data fro
Ref. 13. However, QCT data reproduces less accurately
experimental values of Ref. 15, specially in what concern
v853 – 4, because the QCT results, as the experimental
from Ref. 13, exhibit higher populations for both vibration
levels than in Ref. 15.

There is also a good agreement between the QCT
experimental data15 when the average OH rotational leve
for each vibrational level are compared~Table VIII!. The
QCT values of the average rotational levels coincide with
experimental data. The agreement is not so good when
QCT and experimental15 rotational distributions for each vi
brational level are compared~Fig. 4!, although they still
agree quite satisfactorily, particularly forv852 – 4. There is
a tendency to yield bimodal QCT rotational distributions f
v850 – 2, which is less evident in the experimental data. T
main differences observed between the QCT a
experimental15 rotational distributions appear for the lowe
vibrational levels (v850, 1 specially!. This could be ex-
pected on the basis of the experimental results,22 which show
that the production of OH in the lower vibrational levels
accompanied by internal excitation of the CH3 radical. The
present calculations suggest that the higher excitation of
methyl group should occur when the OH is produced in
lower vibrational levels, as the reactive trajectories are

FIG. 3. QCT~d! and experimental~s, Ref. 15 andh, Ref. 13! OH vibra-
tional populations normalized with respect to the sum of the common vi
tional levels (v851 – 4). The experimental results correspond to theET

distribution arising from the O(1D) generated by photodissociation of O3 at
248 nm. The QCT values result from the corresponding averageET value
~0.212 eV!. In all cases the methane molecule was at 298 K.
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most complex ones in this case~cf. Sec. III B!, so that colli-
sion energy could be transferred more efficiently to the C3

fragment. Of course, the energy transfer to the CH3 cannot
be accounted for in the framework of a triatomic mod
where its internal degrees of freedom have been neglecte
comparison between the QCT and experimental15 rotational
distributions by means of the surprisal analysis~see, e.g.,
Ref. 54! has also been made. From this analysis, it comes
that both the QCT and experimental rotational distributio
present a bimodal distribution forv850, although this be-
havior is more evident in the former case, as it might
directly concluded from the rotational distributions. No b

-

FIG. 4. QCT~d! and experimental~s, Ref. 15! OH rotational distributions.
The rotational populations of each vibrational level are normalized to un
Same comments regardingET and the CH4 molecule as in Fig. 3.

TABLE VIII. Vibrational populations and average rotational levels of th
OH(X 2P) molecules arising from the O(1D)1CH4→OH1CH3 reaction.a

P(v8)/P(v851) and^N8&v8
v850 v851 v852 v853 v854

This workb 0.9760.03
~14.461.3!

1.0060.03
~13.261.1!

1.0960.03
~12.560.9!

0.9860.03
~10.160.7!

0.4860.02
~6.860.6!

Expt.c 1.00 1.22 0.97 0.52
Expt.d 1.00

~13.6!
1.00

~12.8!
1.32

~12.4!
0.47
~8.8!

0.19
~6.4!

aThe first value appearing for each work and vibrational level correspond
theP(v8)/P(v851) vibrational population ratio and the one in parenthes
gives the average rotational level.

bQCT results forET50.212 eV and H–~CH3) at T5298 K.
cOH rotationally relaxed and Ref. 13.
dReference 15.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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modal character appears for thev851 experimental data, bu
the v851 andv852 QCT rotational distributions are bimo
dal. For the remaining vibrational levels no bimodal ro
tional distributions are found neither from QCT nor fro
experiment. The influence of the microscopic react
mechanism on the OH energy distribution will be conside
in the next section.

The QCT reaction cross section~s! of O(1D)
1H–~CH3) (298 K!→OH1~CH3) for ET50.212 eV is 0.86
Å2 and increases withET . The increase ofs is due to the
increase of both the reaction probability~P! and maximum
impact parameter (bmax). At 0.212 eVP55.07% andbmax

52.32 Å, and the average fraction of energy appearing
products as relative translation (^ f T8&50.36), vibration
(^ f V8 &50.47), and rotation (̂f R8 &50.17) shows a large
amount of energy released as OH internal energy, appea
mainly as vibration. Al→l8 angular momentum transforma
tion trend has been observed, withl~l8! being the reactants
~products! orbital angular momentum, according to what c
be expected for a reaction withH–L –H ~heavy–light–
heavy! kinematics. Regarding the two-vector properties,
angular distribution~reactive trajectories vs scattering ang!
is very broad and has a somewhat larger tendency tow
backward scattering~forward/backward (f /b) ratio50.73!,
with the initial ~k! and final ~k8! relative velocity vectors
forming an average angle of 95.5°. The OH rotational an
lar momentum~j 8! tends to be perpendicular to bothk and
k8, with broad symmetrical distributions around 90°. Thel8j 8
distribution is very broad and has a slight tendency to
antiparallel, with an average angle of 104.5°.

Regarding the QCT calculations performed on the P
without any barrier, quite similar results have been found
what concerns the rovibrational distributions of t
OH(X 2P) molecule:~a! the vibrational distribution forv8
50 – 2 is also relatively flat in this case, although it is n
inverted; ~b! for v853 – 4, the corresponding vibrationa
populations are lower, even though they still remain betw
the experimental values of Refs. 13 and 15;~c! the rotational
populations derived from the calculations on both types
PES just differ forv850 – 1, being obtained a higher rota
tional excitation when the PES without any barrier are c
sidered~the average rotational levels increase around 20!.
Important differences are only observed between the P
with and without barrier when their excitation functions a
compared. The QCT reaction cross sections atET

50.212 eV are at least one order magnitude higher for
barrierless PES and they decrease withET .

B. Microscopic reaction mechanism

The analysis of the reactive trajectories~18132! obtained
at ET50.212 eV has allowed us to achieve a deep insi
into the microscopic mechanism of reaction~1!. The contri-
bution to reaction~1! of the H atom abstraction by th
O(1D) through a direct mechanism, and of the O(1D) inser-
tion into a C–H bond to yield the CH3OH intermediate
through direct and nondirect mechanisms~see below!, have
been studied. The lowest energy reached on the ground
by each reactive trajectory was analyzed@the PES energy o
Downloaded 14 Sep 2006 to 161.116.73.191. Redistribution subject to AI
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reactants, OH1~CH3) products and (CH3!OH minimum are,
respectively,24.79,26.47, and210.56 eV#. Only 0.52% of
the reactive trajectories evolved from reactants to produ
with a lowest PES energy higher than27.0 eV. Regarding
the remaining trajectories, the lowest PES energy val
reached falls between27.0 and29.0 eV ~0.55%!, between
29.0 and29.5 eV ~5.0%!, between29.5 and210.0 eV
~26.7%! and below210.0 eV~67.3%!. Hence, the (CH3!OH
deep alcohol minimum plays an important role in the dyna
ics, since nearly all reactive trajectories leading
OH1~CH3) evolve through geometries close to this min
mum. Therefore, reaction~1! takes place near exclusivel
through the insertion mechanism instead of the abstrac
one.

The study of the relationship between the rovibration
distributions and the duration of the collision comple
formed through the insertion mechanism is of particular
terest. The analysis of the reactive trajectories evolv
through insertion, the most relevant ones on the dynam
evidences the possibility of classifying them in two group
The first group refers to situations where the lifetime of t
(CH3!OH collision complex can be considered as negligib
~direct reaction mechanism~48%!!. The second group corre
sponds to situations where the collision complexes~short
lived mainly! exist during several vibrational periods~non-
direct reaction mechanism~52%!!. The lifetime of the colli-
sion complexes ranges from 0.04 to 2.00 ps, the aver
value is 0.20 ps, and about 80% of nondirect reactive tra
tories evolve through (CH3!OH collision complexes that ex
ist during less than 0.30 ps. Because of the short lifeti
values, energy randomization is not allowed. The QCT av
age lifetime obtained here probably corresponds to a lo
limit of the theoretical value which would be obtained if a
the degrees of freedom were explicitly accounted for, a
can not be compared with the experimental half-collisi
result of Ref. 26~3 ps!, due to the very different initial con-
ditions considered.

The analysis of the OH rovibrational distribution as
function of the collision complex lifetime does no reveal t
existence of important differences. The OH vibrational d
tribution arising from the direct reaction mode is invert
and has a maximum atv852. The vibrational populations
P(v850):P(v851):P(v852):P(v853):P(v854) are
equal to, respectively, 0.07:0.10:0.13:0.12:0.06. For the n
direct reactive trajectories the distribution is noninverte
P(v850):P(v851):P(v852):P(v853):P(v854) are
equal to, respectively, 0.15:0.12:0.12:0.09:0.05. Regard
the OH rotational distributions, the most relevant resu
mainly refer to thev850 – 1 levels. There is a tendency t
give broader rotational distributions peaking at higherN8
values in the case of the nondirect trajectories. Forv850
this behavior is responsible for the bimodal rotational dis
bution obtained in the QCT calculations. For allv8 popu-
lated, the average rotational level,^N8&, is in general some-
what larger for nondirect reactive trajectories than for t
direct ones. Thus, for the former case andv850 – 4 ^N8& is
equal to, respectively, 15.4, 13.9, 12.7, 10.4, 6.9, while
latter one the corresponding values are 11.7, 11.7, 11.9,
7.0.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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To complete the analysis of the microscopic react
mechanism of reaction~1!, a study of the OH1CH3 branch-
ing ratio has been performed. AtET50.212 eV, 66% of the
reactivity is associated with the OH1CH3 products channel
This differs from the 90~110,220!% of reactive processe
leading to these products measured at room temperature7 To
understand the origin of this difference, some additio
QCT calculations using higherET values were carried out
obtaining the following contributions of reaction~1! to the
global reactivity; 59%, 53%, and 48% for, respectively,ET

50.40, 0.60, and 0.80 eV. Therefore, there is a clear in
ence of the collision energy on the products branching ra
the reaction channel leading to OH1CH3 @reaction~1!# be-
ing favored asET decreases. This allows to understand
higher OH1CH3 branching ratio experimentally found a
room temperature7 (^ET&50.0388 eV at 300 K! with respect
to the QCT calculations atET50.212 eV.

A good agreement regarding the reaction microsco
mechanism, the correspondence between rovibrational d
bution and microscopic mechanism and the branching r
is found when the abovementioned results are compared
the ones obtained for the PES without any barrier.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

An ab initio study of the ground potential energy surfa
(1 1A8 PES) of the O(1D)1CH4→OH1CH3 reaction has
been performed using the second and fourth-order Mo” ller–
Plesset methods with the 6-311G(2d f ,2pd) basis set. An
O¯H¯CH3 saddle point and a CH3OH alcohol minimum
have been characterized, and a set of 124 points has
calculated to model the reaction as a triatomic system, w
the methyl group treated as an atom of 15.0 amu. The
atomic analytical ground PES based on a many body exp
sion derived from theab initio points has been employed t
study the dynamics of the reaction by means of the Q
method. The QCT dynamics study was focused on the de
mination of the OH(X 2P, v850 – 4,N8) rovibrational dis-
tributions found when the 248 nm photodissociation of O3 is
used as O(1D) precursor. A quite good agreement betwe
the QCT and experimental data has been obtained, both
the relatively flat vibrational distribution, peaked atv852,
and the corresponding rotational distributions. The analy
of the microscopic reaction mechanism shows that the re
tion takes place near exclusively through the insertion of
O(1D) atom into a C–H bond, and the resulting trajector
may be direct or nondirect~mainly through short-lived
(CH3!OH collision complexes! with about the same prob
ability. The OH vibrational distribution arising from the d
rect mechanism is inverted, while the nondirect mechan
leads to a noninverted distribution. There is some tende
to give broader OH rotational distributions peaking at high
N8 values, particularly for the vibrational levelsv850 – 1, in
the case of the nondirect trajectories. AtET50.212 eV, a
reaction branching ratio of 66% is due to the OH1CH3

channel. This value increases as collision energy decrea
The triatomic PES model derived in this work may be us
for the study of the dynamics of the title reaction in con
tions where the motions of the methyl group are not stron
coupled to the main motions leading to reaction.
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As the triatomic model used has a small spurious bar
~including the ZPE! in the analytical PES, additional QCT
calculations have been performed on several analytical P
without barrier derived by scaling theab initio points around
the saddle point region. Essentially, with the only except
of the excitation function, small differences have been o
served with respect to the fullyab initio based analytical
PES.
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